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Today, most organizations are experiencing change, both positive and 
negative. Some organizations are making strategic changes in their product 
lines, corporate directions, or operations. 

Following are some helpful guidelines for employers when planning strategic 
communication:

Know what needs to be changed. 
Sounds simple! Make sure the details of what needs to be changed have been 
worked out and that all factors have been taken into consideration.

Recognize that the meaning of the change is far more important than the 
change itself. 
Address fears employees may have regarding the change. How will the change 
affect them, their job status, and their benefits? Address what impacts the 
employees.

Develop a unifying vision of the change that energizes and motivates 
employees. 
Employees must know the future of the organization. Let them in on what is 
important to the CEO. Is it service, safety, or quality? What drives the CEO and 
the organization?

Recognize that change cannot be perfectly planned. 
Acknowledge that everything cannot be planned. Encourage employees to 
find the areas that were unplanned and challenge them to find solutions. Make 
it fun.

Provide as much information to employees as is reasonably and 
prudently possible. 
Provide consistent, frequent, and reliable information. Try to head off the rumor 
mill by ensuring that any changes are communicated.

Determine how the organization 
has communicated in the past. 

If employers have never had an 
all-employee meeting, using that 
communication method to discuss 
an important message regarding 
change could cause anxiety and 
employees could be looking for the 
“hidden message.”

If employers have used small 
group meetings, bulletin boards, 
or newsletters in the past, consider 
using those methods again.

Effectively Communicate 
Strategic Change
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Carefully consider the timing of 
the messages. 

Think about when to deliver 
any message regarding change. 
Delivering such a message in the 
beginning or middle of the week 
allows employees the opportunity 
to ask questions the remainder 
of the week. If the message is 
delivered on the last workday 
of the week, employees will not 
have access to anyone in the 
organization for several days so 
small questions may become large 
issues.

Anticipate possible resistance points. 
What employee objections can be foreseen? How is the change that is 
occurring going to affect their jobs? How can the changes be presented in a 
positive light?

Using these simple guidelines could help employers avoid problems when 
communicating change to the organization.

Need help with communicating change in your organization? 
MRA’s HR Advisors can help you!

This sample document is only an example and is based on the laws in effect at the 
time it was written. MRA-The Management Association, Inc. does not make any 
representations or warranties regarding the appropriateness or prudence of using 
this information for any particular individual or situation. Your company should add, 
delete, or modify the content of this document as needed to suit your purposes. This 
material is for your information only and should not be construed as legal advice. In 
some circumstances it may be advisable to have legal counsel review final documents 
prior to implementation. © MRA – The Management Association, Inc. 

MRA’s HR Hotline can help you!

866-HR-Hotline | 866.474.6854

InfoNow@mranet.org

mranet.org/24-7/hr-hotline
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As one of the largest nonprofit 
employer associations in the nation, MRA:

Serves 4,000 employers
covering one million 

employees worldwide. 

200 HR experts 
with more than 2,000 years of 

collective knowledge, experience 
and expertise.

Holds more than
2,000 Training 

events annually.

Offers more than
1,000 HR Guides 

templates, toolkits, and more.

MRA is Your TotalHR® Resource.


